
CIRCULAR No. GS/ 2019- 20: Nil                                                      Date: 15.12 2019 

 
ALL OFFICE BEARERS, EC MEMBERS, 
GENERAL SECRETARIES OF BASE UNIONS AND MEMBERS.  
 

Re: OUR ONGOING CAMPAIGN AND PROTEST ACTIONS 
 
Dear Comrades,                     
               

Sometimes you face difficulties not because you are doing something wrong, but 
because you are doing something right. Are you not doing something right in the bank? 
You all are playing the role of a crusader and doing something right. You all are opposing 
partisan policy mindset and cavalier attitude of the management and demanding 
improvement in governance standards. Will you reconcile to the state of affairs in the 
bank? None of you will. 
 

Let me first, salute the membership for demonstrating rock like unity in opposing 
anti-Award Staff and/or partisan policy mindset of the management and also expressing 
deep concerns in clearest terms over the need of improving governance standards in the 
bank. Series of successful protest actions have proved beyond doubt that the 
membership has already kept gun powder dry. The membership, we know, are restlessly 
waiting to pull the trigger to send strongest possible signal to the management.  The 
members are expressing their resolve to go in for strike of a longer duration.  It 
sufficiently conveys that a policy designed to deny due share in financial benefits to 
Award Staffs will no longer be accepted/tolerated. Hats off to the leadership and activists 
of base unions who left no stone unturned in reaching out to members, forging connects 
with them and making all out preparations for the success of call for collective actions 
(including nationwide strike call on 13.12.2019). The management, we believe, gauged 
the mood of Award Staffs and expressed willingness to discuss and resolve the disputes 
bilaterally. The timeline, you are aware, has been set for narrowing down the gap by the 
Chief Labour Commissioner (Central) and paving the way for negotiated structure of 
perks and perquisites.  We hope that the management will not miss this opportunity in 
making honest and sincere efforts to settle the issues bilaterally in the interest of 
harmonious industrial relationship. At this juncture, we are to remain vigilant.  There 
should be no room for complacency at base union level in galvanising organisational 
machinery and meticulous implementation of call of actions. We must continue with 
our preparations. Soldiers of FOBOISU must be in readiness to plunge into direct 
actions at short notice, if genuine and legitimate demands are not met. At the cost of 
repetition, call of actions is summarized below:  
 

1. Not to work beyond prescribed “Hours of Work” unless requisitioned in 
writing by the competent authority to work overtime. To work in 

accordance with laid down rules, systems and procedures. No deviations 
from the laid down systems and procedures. To withdraw all extra co-

operations more specifically and vigorously in branches where the Branch 
Head refused to accept Mass Memorandum from Workman Employees. 

 

2. Not to attend any official meeting or town hall meeting called / convened 
by the management of the bank if to be held or continued after working 

hours. 
 

3. Not to lodge claim of reimbursement of petrol expenses in HRMS in this 
quarter (neither in terms of litres nor in terms of lump-sum amount) as mark 

of protest. 
 

We call upon members to observe the above call of actions meticulously until 
otherwise advised. 

                                                                                                 Yours faithfully              
 
 

(Dinesh Jha “Lallan”) 



                                                                                                    General Secretary 


